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AN INDUCED MIXING FLOW UNDER 1 AND a

KVEWON K. PARK

I. Introduction

W.Ambrose has shown that an ergodic flow (R-action) can be repre
sented as a flow built under a function (called a ceiling function) with
a transformation (Z-action) on a base [1]. The u-algebra of measur
able sets in the representation is the completed product o--algebra of
measurable sets in the base and the Lebesgue sets in the time axis.
D.Rudolph has improved this representation theorem so that the ceil
ing function takes only two irrationally related values, say 0(1 and a2

[10]. In fact, in the case of a flow of positive entropy, the proof of
Rudolph's representation theorem is quite easy if we make use of the
powerful theorems that every flow of positive entropy has a Bernoulli
factor of full entropy and that a Bemoulli flow is isomorphic to a To
toki flow (a step coded flow with an independent partition on a base
[12]) [7].

When a flow is represented under a function with finitely many
values, the base has an obvious partition according to the values of
the function. The significant part of Rudolph's representation is the
fact that the obvious partition of the base can be constructed so that
it generates. the u-algebra of the base. Hence the "corresponding"
partition of the flow generates the u-algebra of the flow. Rudolph's
theorem turned out to be useful in extending some of the properties of
Z-actions to those of R-actions [7]. We mention that the set of step
coded flows is a a-dense subset of all ergodic flows [8]. Properties of
the flows of this type in terms of the values of ceiling functions and
properties of their base transformations have been investigated in [8].

Throughout this paper we let (Q, St, F, v) be an ergodic flow repre
sented under a function. We denote the base of the flow by (X, T, (3, Jl).
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If the flow (n,St,F,v) is ergodic, then so is the base (X,T,13,p). We
sometimes denote the flow by [X, T,.8, p, f] where f is a ceiling func
tion. In a two step coded case, since only the ratio between two values
matters (modulo time scaling), we can assume that the larger value is
l.

Let (n, St,F,v) denote an ergodic flow which has non-ergodic time
action SI-a. We make use of Rudolph's theorem to represent this
flow under a function of values 1 and a. We denote the new base by
(X, T,.8, p). We claim that none of the flows [X, T, 13, 1', f], where f
takes values of either 1 or a, has an ergodicaction SI-a. We see this
as follows:

Since SI-a is not an ergodic action in (n, F, v), there exists an
invariant function g(w) under SI-a where w = (x, t) for x EX, which
means g(w) is a periodic function with period 1 - a. That is, we
have g(w) = g(S:l-o(W» == g(w + (1- a» where w +(1- a) denotes
(x, t + (1 - a) with the identification (x, f(x» = (Tx,O). If we let
no = {(x, t) : x EX, 0 ~ t < a}, then clearly g(w) restricted to no is a
periodic function with period 1-a. Let [X, T,.8, p, f] = (ni, S~, F 1

, Vi)
be a new flow where f(x) is either 1 or a. We define

I()'( { g(x,t)
9 w =g x,t)= g(x,t-(l-a))

ifO~t<a

ifa~t<l

Informally, l (w) is an extension of 9 on no to n/. By the definition
of gl, it is clear that gl(W) is invariant under S~_o. Hence the flow
(n',Si,F', Vi) has the non-ergodic time action S~_o.

Since all flows in the Kakutani equivalence class of (n, St, F, v) can
be built with the base (X, T,j3, J1.), we consider a mixing flow iuthe
class built with the ,base. By the argument given above, this mixing
flow can not be represented under a function of 1 and 0: with a base
isomorphic to (X,T,13,p). 1I0wever, it is not yet clear if it is possible
to represent the flow under 1 and 1r for some irrational 1r (dlfferent
from a) with a base isomorphic to (X, T, 13, p).

It is shown that, unlike two step coded representations, a mixing
flow [X, T, 13, Jl,f] can be built under a function of three values with
a base isomorphic to (X, T,.8, Jl) [See 9]. This in turn implies that
the properties of a base transformation do not tell us more about the
properties of a three step coded flow over the base. It is proven in
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[9] that there exist two non-isomorphic flows (one Bernoulli and the
other non-mixing) over the same base partition, each of which is built
under a function whose values are constant on each of the atoms of the
partition and are independent over the rationals.

We are going to show that if a flow built under 1 and a (we will
call the flow {l, a }-flow) with a base (X, T, (3, p) has the ergodic time
action SI-Oil then there exists a mixing {l, a }-flow with an isomorphic
base. (By the argument given above, it is clear that the time 1 - a

action on any {l,a}-flow with the base (X,T,(3,p) is ergodic.) We
accomplish this by inducing the flow in a special way. Furthermore,
it is not hard to see from out construction that partitions according
to the values 1 and a which give rise to mixing flows form a dense
collection of partitions of two sets.

We may mention a couple of results in this direction. A.Katok has
shown that if a base is an interval exchange map and the ceiling func
tion is of bounded variation, then the flow is not mixing [5]. It is known
that the {l, a }-flow with the obvious partition of the Chacon transfor
mation on the base is weakly mixing but not mixing [2]. Moreover, we
can use the same argument to prove that in the case of the Chacon
transformation on the base, if the set PI = {x EX: f(x) = 1} is a
finite union of level sets at some stage, then the flow is weakly mixing
but not (stronly) mixing. Since finite unions of level sets form an alge
bra generating the u-algebra on the base, we can say that {l, a }-flows
are weakly mixing for a dense collection of partitions of two sets.

We define (X, T, (3, p) and (X', T ' , (3', pi) to be related if and only if
there exists a flow which can be represented under 1 and a with each of
these as a base. There is an elementary proof that this is an equivalence
relation [11]. It is also a restricted orbit equivalence as defined in [13].
As described in a paragraph above, each Kakutani equivalence class is
divided into at least two different classes in this restricted sense. In
fact, it is recently proved that each Kakutani equivalence class except
the Loosely Bernoulli class is divided into uncountably many different
a-equivalence classes [3]. Also residual properties of ergodicity, weakly
mixing, k-mixing and Bernoulliness are investigated in [4].

I would like to thank Professors D.Ornstein and D.Rudolph for help
ful discussions about many aspects of this paper.
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11. Construction of a mixing flow (n, St,F, v)

11.1 Preliminaries

We now assume that (n,St,T,v) is an ergodic flow built under a
function f with values 1 and Q:, unless otherwise stated. It is known
that if a flow St is ergodic, then the time to transformation St~ is
ergodic except for countably many t~s. It is not hard to see that
if a partition P = {PI, ... Pt} generates the eT-algebra of the base
under T and St~ is ergodic, then the corresponding flow partition P ~

{PI, ... , Pt} where Pi = {(x, t) : x E Pi, O.~ t < f(x)} generates the
eT-algebra of the flow under Sto'

Given a partition Q = {Q1,' .. ,Qt} of n, we define a flow Q-name
of a point W from time 0 to time s to be an interval partitioned in such
a.way that tE [0, s] is.in··Qi.ifSt{w). EQi. For a given to, the discrete
Q-name of a point W under the action St~ from 0 to k is analogously
defined. If the partition under consideration is clear in the context,
then we say the name of a point instead of Q-name of the point.

We assume that S1-a, denoted by S in this section, is ergodic. We
will change the ceiling function so that St is mixing. That is, we change
the partition of the base according to the values 1 and Q:.

For technical convenience we assume the following:

(i) 1- Q: < Q:

(ii) p(P1 ) > 1/2 where P1 = {x EX: f(x) = 1}.

We denote the flow orbit of a point W by O(W ). There is a natural
identification between O(w) and R. We denote the largest integer ~ t
by [t].

'I'he crux of the argument is. the.observation that if.we remove.an
interval whose length is a multiple of 1-Q: from a flow orbit Q(w), then
the induced discrete orbit of the point under S is a subset of the orbit
of the point under S before the removal of the interval. We note that
if we remove an interval whose length is not a multiple of length 1 - Q:,

then the induced orbit of the point under S is completely different from
the orbit of the point under S before the removal.

By the definition of a mixing flow, it is enough to make the trans
formation S mixing. We accomplish this by constructing a sequence of
flows S~i) built under 1 and Q: with isomorphic bases such that S~~a's
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become successively closer to having the mixing property. Hence the
limit of these flows is mixing.

In the case of a transformation, N.Friedman and D.Ornstein have
proved that any ergodic transformation can be induced so that the in
duced transformation has the mixing property [4]. We use their method
to construct an induced flow (0., St, ft, ii) under 1 and 0: with a base
(X, 'i, i3, p,) isomorphic to (X, T, {3, J.L). Hence we assume that readers
have some familiarity with their ideas. Since the more important issue
here is to construct the base (X, 'i, i3, p,) which is isomorphic to the
original base, we will describe in detail the construction part, high
lighting the differences between our situation of a continuous action
and a discrete action. We will omit the proof of the mixing property
of SI-o. of the limit flow since it is the same as in the discrete case [4].

If R = {RI, ... , Rt} and Q = {Ql,"" Qm} are partitions of a
flow, then Rv Q denotes the partition whose atoms are {Ri n Qj :
i = 1, ... ,f, j = 1, ... ,m}. Let P = {Po,Pd be the partition of X
according to the values of f. We fix an increasing sequence of finite
partitions P = pI C p2 C p3 C ... of X so that Vi~1 pi generates
the O"-algebra {3.

We define a set A(C Q) to be e - Q (independent) if Iv(A n Qi)
v(A)V(Qi)1 < w(A) for all i = 1, ... , m. We say that the k-long names
of a set A satisfy the ergodic theorem within c with respect to Q if

k-l

1(I/k) L XQ;(sjw) - v(Qdl < c for a.e. x E A and all i = 1, ... ,m.
j=O

If the k-long names of the set A satisfy the ergodic theorem within
elm, then we say that the set A has the property E(S,k,Q,e). We
note that if a set A has the property E(S,k,Q,e), then the k-long
names of the set A satisfy the ergodic theorem within e for any union
of the atoms in Q. We say that a set A has the property E r ( S, k, Q, c)
if the k'-long names of the set A satisfies the ergodic theorem with
respect to Q within elm for all k' ~ k. We also say that the f-long
flow names of a set A satisfy the ergodic theorem within e with respect
to Q if

1(1/f) 11. XQ;(StW) - v(Qi)1 < e for a.e. x E A and all i = 1, ... , m.
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Using a Rochlin tower of the base transformation, it is easy to .con
strect a flow skyscraper of heights ~ h for .any given h. We denote
the height of the skyscraper by h(x} for every x in the base of the
skyscraper. We can build a·flow skyscraper of heights between h and
2h so. that h(x) takes only finitely many values each of which is a linear
sum of l ' s and a's. Let B denote the base of the skyscraper and let Bo
be a subset of B . .If Bo has a unique flow name between time 0 and h(x )
for x E B o, then we call this subskyscraper with the base Bo a column.
Given s and s', we call the set Bo[s, s') = {(x, t) : x E B o, s ::; t < s'}
the [s, s/)-level set. When s and s' need not be mentioned, then we
simply call the set a level set. Ifs = s', then we call the set aJiat level
set, or s-level set if 8 needs to be. mentioned. The s-lev~l set of the
[s,s/)-level set is called the base .of the level set. We note that a flat
level set has the same name under S up to the top of the skyscraper.
When B~ is a subset of B o, the flow skyscraper with the base B~ is
called a subcolumn.

Let Q = {Ql, ... , Qm} be a partition of a flow such that .each Qi
is of the type {(x, t) : x E. C, ti ::; t < tn where C is a measurable
subset of X and ti and t~ are between 0 and 1. (We always assume
that the flow partition Q is finer than P.) In this case.we say that
the partition Q is rectangular. Note that if we have a rectangular
partition, then we can build a flow skyscraper so that the skyscraper
has finitely many columns according to their flow names. We call
TJ = min{t~ - t i : i = 1, ... , m} the height of the partition Q. We define

Q~ ={(x, t): x E C, ti ::; t < ti + (8TJ/2)}U

{(x, t) : x E C, t~ - (8.TJ/2) ::; t <ta

fot'any 0<.8<:1.

Let e= Q~ U Q~ U.··, U Q~ and l~t Q'be the partition {e,ae }. It is
clear that lI(e) < 8. Weden()te QV Q' by Q6.

LEMMA 1. Given any £ > 0 anc1 8 > 0, if a t1-level set, de
noted by D, of a column has the property E(S, k, Q6,c), then the
(il - (8"1/2), t 1 + (8." /2»-level set, denoted by D6, has the property
E(S, k, Q, 2£ + 8). .

Proof. Let w = (x, t) be a point in D6. Let w' = (X,tI) be the point
in D with the same x. We note that k-Iong Q-names of w = {Wdi=lk
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and w' = {Wi} ;=1 k differ at the indices only if wi belongs to 0. Since
k-long names of w' satisfies the ergodic theorem for QO and v(0) < b,
this happens with frequency less than 8 + c. Therefore, the k-long Q
name of w deffers from that of w' by at most 2c + 8. Hence w has the
property E(S, k, Q, 2c + 8).

COROLLARY 1. H none of the flat level sets in a (t l , tz)-level set
has the property E(S,k,Q,c), then none of the flat level sets in (t l 

(eTJ/4), tz + (cTJ/4))-level set has the property E(S, k, Q€/2, c/4).

Proof. If there exists a t-level set with the property E(S, k, Q€/2, c/4)
in the (t l - (eTJ/4), t 2 + (eTJ/4))-level set, then by Lemma 1, (t
(cTJ/4), t + (eTJ/4))-level set has the property E(S, K, Q, c).

Informally, what Corollary 1 says is that any "bad" level set is sur
rounded by a "bad" (in a more stringent sense) level set.

For any 8 and c, we let L l (8, c) be an integer such that the subset
Ro( C 11) of points which do not have the property Er(S, L l , Q€/z, e/4)
has measure less than 8/2.

LEMMA 2. Given any 8 > 0 and c: > 0, there exists a flow skyscraper
such that it has the following property.

(*) Let C; be a column according to Q€/2-names of the skyscraper
and let E; = G; n Ro. Then v(E;)/v(G;) < 6 for all i.

Proof. Consider the set A = {(x, t) : x E X, 0::; t < 1 - a}. There
exists fo(~ 1 - 0') such that the subset F of A which satisfies the
flow ergodic theorem within b/4 with respect to R = {Ro,RoC

} for all
f ~ f o has measure bigger than (1/2)v(A). Let w = (xo, to) E F.
Clearly given this xo, {(xo, t) : 0 ::; t < 1 - a} satisfies the flow
ergodic theorem within b/2 with respect to R for all e > f o. Let
B' = {x EX: (x, to) E F for some to}. Let B be a subset of B' such
that the flow skyscraper built with B as a base has heights bigger than
f o. Hence each column of the flow skyscraper with the base B has the
property (*).

A couple of things need to be mentioned here. First, the partition
of a skyscraper into columns according to QO-names (for any 6) and
according to Q-names are the same. Secondly, since any to-level set for
to < h(x) - (1 - 0' )L l has the same L r long name under S, a to-level set
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is eithercQmpletely contained in Ra or Ro c• Hence the set Ei, except
for its subset contained in ((x,t): x E B,h(x)...:..(1-er)L1 ~ t < h(x)},

, occurs as cl. union of level setsinCi.
If a t-Ievelset is contained in the base X for some t, we call the level

set a cut. The cuts ina £low column form a skyscraper of the base.
R~call that P = {Po, Pd is a partition of X according to the values
of f. We let L2 (0, e) be an integer .such that the subset without the
property E r (T,L2 ,P,ej2) has measure less than 0/2. The following
Lemma is analogous to .Lemma 2.

LEMMA 3. Given any 0 and e" th~re exists a flow skyscraper such
that the relative mea:sure cifthe cutsin each column without the prop.,.
erty Er (T,L2 ,P,e/2) is lessthano.

COROLLARY 2. There exists. a subset B <: X such that the flow
skyscraper built with iJ satl.snesbotliLemma "2 and Lemma 3.

Proof; Wede:note by D the base ofthe£low skyscraper in Lemma 3.
Consider the set D[O,l - 0:) = {(x, t) : x E D, 0 ~ t < 1...:.. er} instead
of A. in the proof of Lemma 2 to .fuid a subset B of D such that the
£low skyscraper with. Bsatisfi~s (*). Clearly this skyscraper satisfies
both Lemmas. '

Let Ci denote the i~h column 'of a £low. skyscraper and {Ai,j}(j =
1,2, ... ,mi) denote the collection of ~tits in the column Ci. Let {A~,j}

(j = 1,2, .... , mi) be a collection of flat level sets in Ci.We let X' =
Ui Uj A~,j. The following easy Lemma is basic to our construction.

LEMMA 4 . ..Thereexist a transfOrmation T' , a u.,.a1gebz:a f3' and
~.. ~ea:o/~~' pnX' such t,hattheflow ~~1 be built with the base
(X ,T, f3 ,fJ ) which is isomorphic to (X, T, f3,fJ ).,

Proof. We let x' E A~,j. We de:note by x the point in Ai,j directly
above or below x', according to the location of Ai,j relative to A~1i in
the column. We call this x the c()rresponding point. to x' and vice versa.
We defin:e T' on X' by definingT'oneach of Abs. IT x' E A~,j where
1 .~ j < ffii, then we defuie T'(X~) to be the point in A~,i+l directly
above x'. IT x' EA~,mi' then we define T'(X' ) to be the corresponding
pOlnt to T(x) E Ak,l,where x E Ai,mi is the corresponding point to
x'. Since there is an obviouscr-algebra and a measure on each of A~,js,
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there is an obvious q-algebra {3' and a measure p.' on X'. Clearly t.p

mapping each point in Ai,; to its corresponding point in A~,j for all i
and j is an isomorphism between (X', T', (3', p.') and (X,T, (3, p.).

LEMMA 5. Given 6, e and", wbere 6 < e and 6 < ",/8 < 1/8, tbere
exists a positive integer K such tbat for any k ~ K, there exists an
induced skyscraper denoted by 0'(c 0) with the following properties:

(1) Each column C; in 0' consists of level sets, {G;,i}' each of
which satisfies

(1.1) the heigbts ofG;,is are between k(l-a) and k(l
a) + 2 - a

(1.2) {(x,t): x E Bi,i, 0:::; t < 1- a} has tbe property
Er(S,k,Q,e) wbere Bi,i denotes the base of tbe
level set Cti

(1.3) The first cut in each level set Cti has tbe property
Er(T, k', P,e) wbere k' = [(1- a)k]

(2) v(O - 0') < 6/2.

Proof. We let L1 = L1(63 /2,e/2) and L2 = L2(63 /2,e/2). Let
K = max{L}, [L2 /1 - a] + I}. We may assume that K is sufficiently
large so that 1/K < 62 • We call the set ~ without the property
Er(S, K, QE/\e/8) a bad set. We note that the measure of Ra is
less than 63 /4. We call any cut without the property Er(T, [K(l 
a)],P,e/2) a bad cut. (Note that [K(l- a)] ~ L2 .) The measure of
all bad cuts is less thant 63 /4.

We fix k ~ K and let k' = [(1 - a)k]. We build a flow skyscraper
fo heights bigger than (1 - a)k3 such that each column according to
Q-names satisfies· Lemma 2 anti 3. That is, the relative measure of Ro
and of bad cuts in each column is less than 63 /2. Denote the base of
the skyscraper by B. Let Cl and B1 denote the first column and its
base respectively.

We consider the set B1[0, 1- a) = {(x, t) : x E B}, °:5 t < 1- a}.
IT this set has the property Er(S, K, Q, e/2) and the first cut contained
in B 1 [0, 1) has the property Er(T, [K(l- a)],P,e/2), then we proceed
up to tl where t} = min{t : (x,t) E X and t > (1- a)k}. We call
this level set B} [0, t}) a good block. In this case we say that the block
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has the property Er(S, K, Q, e/2) instead of saying that the bottom
BI[O, 1 - a)-level set has the property. Also we say that the block
has the property Er(T, [K(l - a)],P,c/2) instead of saying that the
:first cut in the block has the property. Clearly a good block has the
properties Er(S, k, Q, c/2) and Er(T, k', P, c/2).

If either B I [0, 1 - a) has a subset without the property E r ( 5, K, Q,
e/2) or the first cut in BI[O, 1) is bad, then we remove the set B I [0, l
a). In this case, we let t l = 1 - a.

In either case, we consider the next level set B I [tb tl + (1 - a)). If
this set has the property Er(S, K, Q,e/2) and the :first cut contained
in B I [tb t l + 1) has the property Er(T, [K(l - a)], P, c/2), then we
proceed up to t2 = min{t : (x,t) E X and t > (1 - a)k + td. If
the set does not satisfy both conditions, then we remove the set and
consider the next le"el set of le~gth1-a. We repeat t~s until we reach
the t-level set such that we cannot build a good block any more, i.e.,'
hex) -t < (l-a)k. We remove the set BI[h(x) - r(l-a), hex)) where
r = [(h(x)-t)/(l-a)]. That is, we remove a level set oflength r(l-a)
from the top of the column. We place the level set B I It, h(x) -r(l-a))
on top of the last good block. This set is so small compared with a
good block that we may ignore this "end effect" and assume that the
last block has the property B,,(S,K,Q,c/2).

Now we compute how much of the skyscraper was rempved in the
column. There are three cases for a level set to be removed.

(i) A level set of length 1 - a which has a subset without the
property Er(S,K,Q,e/2).

(ii) A level set of length 1 - a, BI[t, t + (1 - a)), if the first cut
cPIl~ainec:l in B[t,l +1) ishad

(iii) A level set at the top of acolllmn, BI[h(x) - r(l- a), hex)).

From Corollary 1, if there is a level set BI[t, t') which does not have
the property E,.(S,K,Q,e/2), then B 1(t - cTJ/8,t' + eTJ/8) does not
have the property Er(S, K, QE/\c/8). Hence, whenever we remove a
level set oflength I-a because of (i), it contains a set oflength at least
eT//8 without the property E r(S,K,QE/\c/8). That is, it contains a
level set oflength cTJ/8 which is contained in Ro. We let M I denote the
number oflevel sets oflength I-a to be removed because of (i). Since
the relative measure (relative length) of the bad set Ro in each column
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is less than fJ3/2 by our construction of the skyscraper, we have

M1(c:rt/8) < (fJ3/2)h(x)

M 1 < 4fJ3h(x)/C:rt < fJh(x)/2

223

Hence the relative measure of the set to be removed in a column because
of (i) is

M1(l- a) < fJh(x)(l - a)/2 < fJh(x)/4.

We note that it is possible for a subset of the bad set Ro to be contained
in good blocks.

For each bad cut, there are at most [1/(1 - a)] + 1 many level sets
of length 1 - a to be removed. We let M z denote the number of level
sets of length 1 - a to be removed because of (ii). We have

M z < ([1/(1 - a] + 1)(fJ3/2)([h(x)/a] + 1).

Recall that we assume a > 1/2. Hence [h(x)/a] + 1 < 2[h(x)] is the
upper bound of the number of cuts in a column. Therefore the relative
measure of the bad set removed in the case of (ii) is less than

([1/1 - a] + 1)(1 - a)(fJ3/2)([h(x)/a] +1)
h(x)

([1/(1- a)] + 1)(1- a)(fJ3/2)2h(x)
< h(x)

< 2fJ3 < fJ /8.

Also the relative measure of the set removed from the top in the
case of (iii) is at most

k(l - a)/k3(1 - a) < l/kz < fJ/8.

Hence the total measure of the set removed from the skyscraper is at
most fJ/2.

We put all good blocks on top of each other and call the new col
umn C~. We repeat this for each column. Hence we have a new flow
skyscraper (induced flow skyscraper) consisting only of good blocks.
Clearly this skyscraper satisfies (1.2), (1.3) and (2). We recall that to
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construct each good block except the last one we proceeded up to the
height t k so that (x, t k) EX. Hence the heights of these good blocks
are between k(l - a) and k(l - a} + 1. The last good block in each
column could have extra level set whose length is smaller than (1 - a).
Hence the new skyscraper satisfies (1.1). This completes the proof.

It should be noted that .the set remoyedbetween two consecutive
blocks is a level set whose length is a multiple of (1 - a). We denote
the flow induced on the good blocks by (Q', S;, F', v').

TlIEOREM 1. .The flow ({2', S;,F', v') can be represented as a f1, a}
Bow on a base, denoted by (X', T', fJ' ,p.'), which is isomorphic to
(X, T, {3, p.) where X' c Q/.

Proof. Let Wl denote the integer so that wl(l - a) is the sum of
the heights of the set to be removed in the column Cl tobuild 0' in
LeIriina5. We have

Wl < Ml +Mz+k

Wz < 4([e5
3
h(x»)) + k + ([_1_] + 1)e53 h(x)
c~ I-a

< e5h(x)/2 + k + ee53 h(x)

where e = [1/(1 - a)] + 1.

Recall that the coll,lmn Cl satii3fi~sLemma2 and Lemma 3. Let
n (:::p LI) be the number of cuts in the column Cl. We let no and nl
denote the number of cuts which are contained in. Po and PI respec
ti"V'ely. (Recall thateach cut is completely, contained in Po or PI') We
may ass;ume that the column isJQng enough so that

I I" I , , I

We call a [tl , t l + 1)-level seta I-level set if the tl-Ievel set.and the
(tl + 1)-level set are cuts. WecalIa [ft,. t l + a )-level set a O-level set if
the tl-Ievel set and the (tl + a )-leyel set are cuts. To construct a new
base (X', T', fJ', p./), it isenough to redefine the cuts so that the number
of cuts in the new column remains the same and the distance between
two consecutive cuts is either 1 or a (see Lemma 4). We accomplish
this by changing enough I-level sets to n...level sets. Hence before we
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remove a level set, denoted by BI It, t + (1 - a», we shift the cuts as
follows. [See Figure 1]. To be consistent with the Figure, we will say
right or left instead of up or down.

Case 1. The set to be removed does not contain a cut.

(i) It is contained in a I-level set. We leave the cuts as they are
and remove the set. This I-level set has been changed to O-level
set.

(ii) It is contained in a o-level set (recall 1- a < a). Let A denote
the cut where this O-level set begins. If there exists a I-level
set to its left, then we move all the cuts between the next cut
to the right of A' and A inclusive to the left by 1 - a where
A' denotes the cut where the I-level set begins. If there is no
I-level set to its left, then we let A' denote the cut where the
first I-level set, which is to the right of A, begins. We move all
the cuts between the next cut to the right of A and A' inclusive
to the right by 1 - a. Then we remove the set. We note that
the O-level set remains as a O-level set.

Case 2. The set to be removed contains a cut A.

If there exists a cut A' to the left of A, where a I-level set
begins, then we move all the cuts between the next cut to the
right of A' and A inclusive to the left by 1 - a. If there exists
no I-level set to the left of A, then we consider a cut A' to the
right of A, where a I-level set begins and we move all the cuts
between A and A' inclusive to the right by 1 - a. Then we
remove the level set.

We note that in either case, no cut is removed.
By property (**), for each set of length (1- a) to be removed, we

can always find a I-level set either to its left or to its right. We define
T ' on each of new cuts as in Lenuna 4. We repeat this for all columns.
If we let X' be the union of all new cuts with the obvious a-algebra
and the measure, then it is clear that the induced flow on n' is built
under the heights 1 and a with the new base (X', T',:F' ,",,') which is
isomorphic to (X,T,:F,,,,,).

REMARK 1. Let Wi denote the number of removed sets of length
1 - a from each column Ci. More generally, if the number of I-level
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FIGURE 1

sets in each column is bigger than Wi, then it is clear from the proof of
Theorem 1 that the induced flow can be built under 1 and a with an
isomorphic base.

When ~ denotes a level set, we denote by [[~Jl the number of cuts
in the level set. We note that [[~]] is always between [.e] and [£/a] +1(<
2[£]) where £ is the length of the level set ~.

LEMMA 6. Given any small b and c > 0, we can construct good
blocks iri. Lemma 5 so that any level set at the bottom or top of a good
block, whose relative length in a good block is between 8 and 1 - 8,
has the property E(T, [[~]], P,c).

Proof. We let L 1 = (83 /2,c/2) and L2 = L2(83 /2,c8/10), and K =
max{Ll, [L2 /(1- a)] + lL Choose k ~ [K/8] + 1. We c~nstruct good
blocks oflength betweenk(l-a}..and k(l- a) +(2 - a) as in Lemma
5. Each block Ci,j has the property Er(S,K,Q,c!2) and Er(T, [K(l
a)], P, c8/1O), hence E(S,k,Q,c/2) and E(T,[[Ci,j]],P,c8/1O). Let £0
and £ denote the length of a good block and its level set ~ respectively.

If the level set ~ is at the bottom of a good block, then clearly it
has the property E(T, [[~JJ, P, c) by the choice of K and k and the
condition on .e.

Let ~ be at the top of a good block. We note that the rest of the
level set Ci,j\~in the block is a level set at the bottom. Since its length
is bigger than8k(> K), it has the property E(T,[[Ci,j\~]],P,c8/10).
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If we assume that the set .6. does not have the property E(T, [[.6.JJ, P, c:)
(that is, the error of the level set .6. is more than c:), then the error of
the good block has to be at least

d£J - (c:8/IO)(2[£0 - fJ) > :. (£ - 1 _ (c:8/IO)(fo - f + 1))
2[£oJ - 2 f o + 1 f o - 1

~ (c:8/4 - c:8/IO) > c:8/IO.

This is a contradiction.

LEMMA 7. Given any small 8, there exist 0' and X' in Theorem 1
such that v(O') > 1 - 8(1 - a)/lOO and /l(X n X') > 1 - 8.

Proof. Let' = 83 (1- 0)/100. Choose K = max{LI, [L2 /I- aJ + I}
where L1 = Ll(~,c:/2) and L2 = L2(~,c:8/IO). We fix k > IO(K/8)
and construct good blocks for this k as in Lemma 5. By the choice of
K, hence of k, a good block has the property that any level set .6. of
length £ between 8k(I- a)/IO and (1- 8)k(I- a)/IO has the property
E(T, [[.6.]], P, c:). Hence a level set of length £ has at least [f/2J I-level
sets. (We assume that c: < (/l(H) - 1/2)). In each level set whose
cuts are to be changed we will change one quarter of the I-level sets to
O-level sets.

Let Wi,j denote the number of the sets of length 1 - a to be removed
between the ph good block and the j + 1th good block in the column
Ci . We note that, for each level set of length 1 - Q to be removed, we
change at most one I-level set to a O-level set.

If Wi,j < (I/4)(1/2)[8k(1 - Q)/IOJ, then it is enough to change the
cuts in a level set whose relative length in a good block is at most 8/lO.
If Wi,j is bigger than [(8/10)k(I- Q)J/8 and wi,j(l- Q) is less than the
length of a good block, then the cuts in a level set of length at most £,
where £ satisfies Wi,j < (1/4)[£/2J < Wi,j + 1, have to be shifted. That
is, £ is less than S(Wi,j + 1). If wi,j{I - Q) is larger than the length of
a good block, then the length £ of a level set whose cuts are shifted
is at most 8(Wi,j + 1) + 8k(1 - Q)/10. By the proof of Lemma 5 and
the choice of " the relative measure of the set to be removed in each
column is less that e = 6(1 - Q)/100. Hence we have

LWi,j(1- a) < 8(1- Q)h(x)/IOO.
j
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If we denote by K the total length of those level sets whose cuts are
shifted, then we have

/'i, < 2)S(Wi,j + 1) + 8k(1- a)/10)
j

= SL(Wi,j +1) + (8/10) L k(l- a)
j j

< 168h(x)/100 + 8h(x)/10 < (8/2)h(x).

Since there are at most [(1/a)(8/2)h(x)] < [8h(x)] cuts in the union
of level sets whose cuts· are changed, while the number of cuts in the
column is at least [h( x )], the Lemma is clear.

REMARK 2. If a [s, s')~level set is once used to change l-level sets
to. O-level.sets, then we .do .. not use the level set again to chl'j,fige .its
I-level sets to O-level sets. Hence each good block still has at least
(1/2 - l/S)k(l - a)/2 l-levelsets. . .

REMARK 3. We can choose 8 small enough so that each new column
has more l-level sets than O-levelsets, after the shifts of cuts.

11.2. First step toward mixing
, I', ' ", ' I' " , , 'I

We let Q = {QO,l QO,2, Q1,I, Q1,2} be a partition of the flow where

QO,k = {(x, t) : x E Po, (k - 1)a/2 ~ t < k a/2} for k = 1,2,

Q1,k = {(x, t) : x E PI, (k -1)/2 ~ t < k/2} for k = 1,2.

Let 771 be a/2 which is theheightofthe partition Q. Let Cl, C2 and 81 be
given so that81< c2 <Cl < (p,P1-:1/2)and<h < m/S. Let e = [1/(1:- ..
a)] +1.and 6 ~ 8t(1- a)!lOO. Choose K 1 > max{L1 , [L2/1- a] +1}
where L1 = £1(6,C1/2) and L2 = L2(e1,C181/10). .

We let L denote the maximum height. of a flow skyscraper satisfying
Lemma2 and Lemma 3 for K 1 ~d[K1(1- a)] respectively. We may
assume that K 1 is large enough so th~t any level set S whose relative
length in a good block is between 8/10 and (1 - 8)/10 has the prop
erty E(T, [[~]],P,c) as in Lemma 6. Let D be the base of the flow
skyscraper. We choose positive integers aI, bI, Cl and d1 such that

(i) 3/b1 < Cl
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(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

16~ K~+ q e < 6}, where al is a multiple of bl
al 1

l/Cl < 6I/I0 « c2/10)
8eCl(al + b1)(K1 + q) J: / h . h . . f .d

1
< Ul 4, were q IS t e mteger satls ymg

(q - 1)(1 - 0) < 2 - 0 < q(1 - 0).

Construct a flow skyscraper of heights bigger than 2dI (I - 0) with a
base B which is a subset of D. We partition the skyscraper according
to Q-names. Let us fix a column C(I). We will remove level sets in
several steps. Before we remove any level set, we always shift the cuts
first to make sure that there remains the same number of cuts in the
column.

Step 1. As in Lemma 5, we build good blocks of length between
K 1(1 - a) and K 1(1 - 0) + (2 - a). We call them I-blocks. We
convert the column C(I) into a column C(2) consisting of I-blocks as
in Lemma 5. The relative measure of the set to be removed is less than
6 = 61(1- a)/lOO. (1.1)

To build the flow on the remaining set with a base isomorphic to
(X, T, 13, /1-), we move the cuts as in Lemma 7 (before we remove the
set) so that the relative measure of the set of the shifted cuts is less
than 61 , (1.2)

We note that there are at least 3[K1 (1 - a))/8 I-level sets left in
each I-block. (See Remark 2)

Step 2. We will remove a set from the top whose length is a multiple
of (1- a) and at most (cl(al +b1) -1)(K1 +q)(I- 0) to form a new
column C(3) so that the number of I-blocks in C(3) is a multiple of
cl(al + b1).

We note that by (iv), the measure of the set to be removed is less
than 61 /4. (2.1)

Let R« (cl(al + bd -1)(K1 + q)(1 - 0)) denote the length of the
set to be removed from the top of the column C(2). In each I-block
from the top of C(3), we change [KI (1 - 0))/8 many I-level sets to
O-level sets and slide down all the cuts above them until we have a set
of length f +0 without any cuts on the top. Then we remove the level
set of length f from the top. Let M 1 denote the number of I-blocks
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whose cuts have to be changed. We have

M
l

< 8 (cl(aI + hI) - I)(K1 + q)(I - a)
[KI(I - a)](I- a)

~ 8(cI(al + bI ) -I)(KI + q)/[K1(1- a)]

KI+q
~ 8(cI(aI+ bI } - 1) K

I
[1/(1 - a)].

The total number of I-blocks whose cuts axe changed is less than
8ecI(al + bI)(KI + q)/KI . Since there axe at least dI (1- a)/((KI +
q)(l-d}} I-blocks in the c()lUmh, by (iv) theproportion ofthe number
of these blocks is less than 81 /4. Recall that in each column the relative
measure of cuts in a level set is at most twice the relative length of the
level set. Hence the relative measure of the cuts which axe changed at
this step is less than 81/2. (2.2)

We note that in each I-block there are more than [KI (1- a)]/4
I-level sets left.

Step 3. We call al I-blocks followed by bI I-blocks a I-pile. In
this case we say that I-pile consists of an arpile and a brpile. Now
we form a skyscrapter G(I) such that each column has Cl I-piles by
putting. Cl (aI + bI ) consecutive I-blocks in C(3) next each other. We
will. converi;all bI-piles into "independent filters" except the top bl-pile
as follows. (See [5] for details. )

.Lettl be the height of the first hI-pile. Divide the first I-pile into
mI = [td(I-a)] subpiles of equal width. We enumerate these subpiles
by VI,o, Vi,l,"" VI,mt-l . From the top of each subpile VI,k, we remove
a level set of length k(I - a) for k = 0,1, ... , mI - 1. We denote the
remaining part of V1,k by WI,k.

Each subpile gives rise to a subcolumn of the column. Let t2 denote
the heightofthe second bl-pile. We change the bI-pile in the next I-pile
followed by WI,k into independent filters as we did in the first bI-pile for
each k = 0, ... ,ml -1. Since each WI,k gives rise to m2 subcolumns at
this step, we have mlm2 subcolumns where m2 = [t2 /I-a]. We repeat
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this for every bI-pile one at a time except for the top bI-pile. Further
more, in every column of G(I) we change all bI-piles inot independent
filters except the last one. We denote the remaining skyscraper by
G(2).

The measure of the set removed at this step in making filters is less
than (1/2)(bI/ad < 8I/32 by (ii). (3.1)

We compute the measure of the cuts which have t be shifted before
we remove these sets. Let PI be the distance between the last cut in
the bI-pile and the top ofthe brpile. We fix VI,k. Each time we change
a brpile into independent filters, we first change enough I-level sets to
O-level sets and move down the cuts above them so that there is a level
set of length k(l- a) +PI without cuts. And then we remove the level
set of length k(1 - a) from the top. Let M2 denote the number of
consecutive I-blocks whose half of the remaining I-level sets are to be
changed to O-level sets. Since there are at least [KI (1 - a))/4 I-level
sets, we have

Since each I-pile has (aI + bd I-blocks, by the choice of aI in (ii) we
have M 2/aI < 8I/2. Hence the relative measure of the cuts which are
changed at this step is less than 81 • (3.2)

Repeat (1), (2) and (3) for each column ofthe skyscraper and denote
the remaining skyscraper by GI. Combining (1.1), (2.1) and (3.1) in
all columns, we remove the set whose measure is less than 81 • It is
clear from (1.2), (2.2) and (3.2) that the total measure of the cuts that
we have changed is less than 381 .

REMARK 4. Note that the level set of length mi(1 - a) from the
top of the i th bI-pile is used to construct independent filters. Since ti
is not necessarily a multiple of 1 - a, there may be a level set at the
bottom of the bI-pile of length ti - mi(1 - a) « 1 - a) left above the
top I-block of the i th aI-pile. We include this set in the top I-block of
the aI-pile. Since this level set is so small compared with a I-block, we
may assume that this "end effect" is absorbed in our error cI/2. That
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is, the top I-block of the aI-pile still satisfies E(S, [r(l- er)],Q,cI!2)
where r is the height of the top I~block.

REMARK 5. Each I-block in GI has at least [KI (1 - er»)/8 l-:level
sets. We can assume that 6 is small enough that there are more I-level
sets thari O-level sets in each column ofG1 •

We denote this induced flow on GI by (n(l), S~1), :F(1) , 11(1) and the
new base by (X(l), T(l), fJO.) , p,(l). The new base is a union of new
cuts with the obvious transtormation as in Lemma 5. Therefore, we
have fl(X n X(l)) > I - 361 and. lien n n(1) > 1 - Cl' More0ver the
flow ((n(l), S~l),F1), 11(1) is represented as a {I, er}-flow with the base
(X(l) ,T(l), fJ(1), p,(1) which is isomorphic to (X, T, fJ, p,). Let p(l) =

{pJI), p?)} be the partition of X(l) where pJl) is a union of cuts where

O-level sets start and p~l) is a union of cuts where I-level sets start.

11.3 Induction Step
Recall that p = pI C p2 . .. is an increasing sequence of finite par

titions of X such that V1
00 pi generate the er-algebta fJ. We let pn =

{Pi, P2n, ,P:;' }. We define Qn = {Qf,l' Qf,2' ... , Q~,2"+1 , Q~,l , ... ,
Q2n2"+1, ,Q~ 1,··., Qn 2"+t} to be a partition of (n, St, :F, 11) where, n, V n ,

Q'l,j = {(x, t): x E pr, ~:..; er :::; t < 2!+1 er}

'f pn D £ . - 1 2n+l
1 i C.LO Or) - , .•. , .

j -1 . j
Q'l,j = {(x, t) : ;rE pr, 2n +I .s t < 2n+1 }

if J>r C PI, forj = 1, ... , 2n
+I.

It is clear that Ql C Q2 C Q3 C ... is an increasing sequence of
partitions of n and ViooQi generates the er-algebra of n. Let Qi,j =
Qn n n(n-l) £ . - Id' - 1 2n+1 L t Q*n d ti,j· . ,H, . or 't - , ••• ,vn .an . ) -:- , ... ,.. . e eno e
the partition {Qi,j} ofn(n-l). We refine Q*n so that the partition is
rectangular. For notational convenience we will denote s(n-l) by S
and the refinement of Q*n by Q in this section.

We denote by H n - l the maximum height of the flow skyscraper
Gn- l . Let An- l be the base of Gn- l and gn-1(X) be the height of
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Gn- I for each x E An-I' Let the width of the smallest column of Gn- 1
be (n' We subpartition Gn- I according to Q names. Let qn denote the
number of columns of Gn- 1 and {An-I,d denote the bases of columns.
Let the height of Q be TIn. We choose a decreasing sequence {Cn}
such that 100 I:n Cn < J.L(P1) - 1/2. We let in = Tln(n/[Hn-I/1 - aJ.
We choose 8n such that 8n < Cn+l and 8n < Cnin/2n+1. Clearly
we have 2 I:k>n 8k < Cnin and we can assume 8n < Tln/8. Recall that
e = [l/l-a]+-l and q is the smallest integer satisfying 2-a < q(l-a).
Let ~n = 8~(l- a)/100Hn - 1 • Choose an integer K n such that

(a) K n > max{L 1 , {Lz/1-a]+1} where L 1 = LI(en,cn/2) and L 2 =
L2 (en, cn8n/1O) with respect to the flow ((o(n-l), S~n-l),Q, J.L(n-l»)

and (x(n-l), T(n-l), p(n-l), v(n-I)) respectively.

(b) Hn-I + 1 - a 82 /2
Kn(l-a) < n

(c) K n is sufficiently large that an n-block of length between K n(l-
a) and Kn(l- a) + H n- 1 satisfies Lemma 6 for 8 = 8n /10 and C = Cn'

Choose positive integers an, bn , Cn and dn such that

(i) 3/bn < Cn
(ii) bncn(Kn(l - a) + H n- I ) < anHn- 1

(iii) 16e(bn/an)((Kn+q)(1-a)+Hn-d/Kn(l-a)) < 8n/2, where
an is a multiple of bn

(iv) l/cn < 8n /10 « cn+I/10)
(v) 8ecn(an+bn)((Kn+q)(1-a)+Hn-l)/dnH~_1< 8n /1O, where

H~_l is the minimum height of Gn - I .

Consider the induced flow S~n-l) on Gn - 1 . We denote the induced
transformation on A n- 1 by Un-I. We build a skyscraper of (An-I,
Un-d whose heights are bigger than 2dn . The base of the tower is
denoted by B n . We build a flow skyscraper over the base B n . By
Corollary 2, we may assume that the flow skyscraper satisfies Lemma 2
and Lemma 3. Notice that the heights of the flow skyscraper are bigger
than 2dnH~_I' We subpartition the skyscraper over B n according to
Q names and fix a column Cn ,i(l). We denote the base of the column
by Bn,i' Let hn,i denote the height of the column. As in section 11.2,
we divide our work into several steps.

Step 1. If the set Bn,dO, I-a) has the property Er(S, K n, Q,cn/2)
and the first cut (the first level set contained in x(n-l) in Bn,i[O, 1)) has
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the property Er(T(n-1) , [Kn(1- a)}, p(n-1), cnbn/4), then we proceed
up to the height of at least Kn(l- a) until the top of a suhcolumn of
Gn - 1 is reached. This can be done because we constructed the flow
skyscraper over the base Bn C An - 1 • In this case we call the level set
oflength between K n(1 - a) and K n(1 - a) + Hn- 1 an n-block.

If the set Bn,i[O, I-a) does not have the property Er(S,Kn, Q,cn/2)
or the first cut in B n ,i[O, I) does not have the property
Er(T(n-l) , [Kn(1 - a)], p(n-1), cnbn/4), then we will remove the set
BnAO,f) where f = [gn-1(x)/(I- a)](I- a) for x E Bn,i.

In either case, we consider the next level set oflength I-a, Bn,i[t, t+
1- a), above an n~block or above Bn,i[O,:t'). We proceed inductively,
either forming an n-block or reniovinga set Bn,i[t, t + f), where f is
the largest multiple of 1 - a so that t + f is smaller than the top pf the
next subc()lumn of (In-1 above the t·:level set.

When we are left with a level set of length f less than K n (1-a) from
the top, then we will remove the level set oflength [f/ (1 - a)] (1 ..:... a)
from the top. Besides n-blocks we may have a set of length less than
1 - a left in the column. We put this set on top of the last n-block.
Hence each n-block except the top one is a concatenation of subcolumns
of Gn_1,possibly having an aq.ditional s.et of length less than 1- a at
the bottom. The top n-block may have additional. sets. of length .less
than 1-a at both ends. Denote the new column consisting of n-blocks
by Cn A2).

Each n-block has length between K n(l- a) and Kn(l- a) +Gn- 1+
2(1- a) < (Kn +q)(l- a) + Gn - 1 • As in Remark 4, we may assume
that each of these n-bloc:lfs has the properties E($, [7/(l-a)], Q, cn/2)
andE(T(n-l),N,p(n-l),cnbn!4) where 7 is the height of an n':block
~dN·is the number of·cuts in an n-block.

Recan that a set without the property E(S,Kn, QEn /4,cn/8) is called
a bad set. By the choice of £2, the relative measure of the bad set in
each column is less than en. Each time Vfe remove a level set, it has a
length at most H n - 1 + (I-a). We compute the measure ofthe level
sets removed from Cn,i(l) in the construction of Cn,i(2).

Let 11 denote the number of level sets to be removed because each
of them contains a subset without the property Er(S, K n, Q,cn/2).
Recall that each of these level sets has a bad level set whose length is
at least cnT/n/8.
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Recall that On is less than ''In/8 Since each column satisfies Lemma 2,
we have

Hence the measure of removed set is less than

I(H (1-» On(1-et)(Hn- 1+1-et)h. On(l-et)h·
1 n-1 + et < 100Hn- 1 n,z < 50 n,z

Let h denote the number of removed level sets to form Cn ,i(2)
because the first cut contained in Bn,i [t, t + 1) is a bad cut. Keep in
mind that there are at most 2[h] cuts in a level set of length h. Since
each column satisfies Lemma 3, we have

The measure of the removed set is at most

I(H (1-» 0:(1-et)(Hn- 1+1-et)h. O~(I-et)h'
2 n-1 + et < 50Hn- 1 n,1 < 25 n,z·

Hence the relative measure of the union of level sets removed at this
step is less than on(1- et)/25.

As in the proof of Lemma 7, we will compute the measure of the
cuts to be changed. In each n-bloek whose cuts are to be changed, we
change every fourth I-level set to a O-level set. As in Remark 5, we
may assume that by our choice of €~S, hence of o~s, there are more
I-level sets than O-level sets in each column of Gn - 1 . Let Wi,j denote
the number of removed sets of length at most Hn-1 + (1 - et) between
ph and j + 1th good blocks. H

w . . ([Hn-1] 1) !!onK n(1- et)
Z,) 1 - et + < 4 2 10 '
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then the cuts in a level set whose re1a~ive length in a good block is at
most on/10 have to be changed. IT

W. . ([Hn-l J 1) ~ ~ onK n(1- 0:) and
I,J 1 - 0: + > 4 2 10

Wi,j(1 - 0:) is less than the minimum length of n-blocks, then the cuts
in a level set of length at most £ have to be shifted where £ is the largest
integer satisfying

1£ (Hn - 1 +l-0:)( 1)-- < w·· + .42 1- 0: I,J

IT wi,j(1 - 0:) is larger than the length of an n-block, then we have to
change the cuts in a level set of length at most .

onK n(l- 0:) SHn - 1 +1- O:(w'. 1).
10 + 1 - 0: I,J +

Therefore the whole length of the level sets whose cuts are shifted in
the column is at most

L)OnKn(l- 0:) + S(H~-:-l + I-O:)(Wi,j + 1))
10 1- 0:

< ~~ L K n(1- a) + 1 ~ 0: L(Wi,j + 1)(Hn- 1 + 1- 0:).

By (b) of the ~onditionon K n , we may assume that

Since EWi,j(Hn-1 +1- 0:) < On(l-;~)hn!i, the whole length is

6n h . _S_ (On(1- a) on(l- 0:)) h .
< 10 n,l + 1 - 0: 25 + 100 n,l

On On)
< (10 + "2 hn,i < 6nhn,i'

Therefore the measure of the cuts that are shifted is less than 2on hn ,i'
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Once a level set is used to change its I-level sets to O-level sets,
then we do not use the set again to change its remaining I-level sets to
O-level sets within this step. Hence we can safely assume that every n

block has at least (3/8)[Kn (1- 0:)] I-level sets and every (n -I)-block
in an n-block has at least (3/32)[Kn - 1(I - 0:)] I-level sets.

Step 2. We will remove a set from the top whose length is a multiple
of 1- 0: and at most (cn(an +bn ) -1)(Kn + [Hn-dl-o:] +1)(1- 0:) so
that the number of n-blocks in each column is a multiple of cn(an +bn ).
Since each column has height at least 2dnH~_1' by (v) the measure of
the set to be removed at this time is less than 6n /160.

Again, before we remove the set, we change every fourth one of the
remaining I-level sets to O-level sets and shift the cuts down so that
the level set to be removed does not contain any cuts. Let M1 denote
the number of n-blocks whose cuts are to be changed.

According to (v) the proportion of the number of n-blocks with the
cuts to be changed is less than 6n /6, so that the relative measure of
the changed cuts is less than 6n /3.

Step 3.i. We now form a new skyscraper Gn,l such that each
column in Gn,l has cn(an +bn ) n-blocks. We call an n-blocks followed
by bn n-blocks an n-pile. We say that an n-pile consists of an an-pile
and a bn-pile.

We convert into independent filters all the top sub-bn_1-piles in n
blocks which are contained in an-piles as in section II.2. We remove
the set of measure at most (1/2)1/cn-l < 8n -d20 by (iv). We denote
the remaining skyscraper by Gn ,2.

Let N be the number of sub (n - I)-blocks whose cuts are to be
changed. Since each (n - 1)-block still has at least 3[Kn-l (1- 0: )] /32 >
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[Kn-I(l- a)]/16 I-level sets, we have

[Kn - l (l- a)]
N 16 (1 - a) < bn-I(Kn-l(l- a) +Hn- 2 )

N 16b K n - l (l- a) + H n - 2 1 3 b _1_
< n-I [Kn- I(1 _ a)] 1 _ a < 2 n-1 1 _ a'

The relative length of the level set whose cuts are to be changed is less
than

32bn - I (1/(1 - a)) 1 On-I
-~..:....;.;.....:.....:.__:...:.- < -- < --
cn-I(an-I + bn - I ) Cn-I 10

by (iii) and (iv). Hence therelative measure ofthe cuts to be changed
isless than on-If5. Since On-I is sufficiently small, every n-block still
has at least [Kn (1 - a)/4] I-level sets after this step.

After the formation of tlIese filters, each n-block in anan-piIe yields
several columns in Gn ,2 which we still call n-blocks. Since the original
n-blocks in an an-pile have the property Er(S,Kn,Q,cn/2), the n
blocks in an an-pile have the property Er(S, K n, Q, 3cn/4). (Recall
that On-I is less than Cn).

Step 3.ii. In each column of Gn ,2 we convert the bn-piles into
independent filters as in section 11.2 except the top bn-pile. We denote
this skyscraper by Gn' The measure of the removed set to form Gn

from Gn,2 is less than on/32 by (iii).
As in Step 3 of II.2, we let M 2 denote the number of consecutive n

blocks in which half of .the remaining I-level sets are changed to O-level
sets. We have

The relative measure of the ·level set whose cuts are changed is less
than 8n /2 by (iii). Hence the relative measure of the cuts which are
shifted is less than On'

Combining (1), (2), (3.i) and (3.ii), it is easy to see that the total
measure of the set removed is less than On +On-I and the measure of
the cuts changed is less than 20n +on/3+0n-I/5+on < 40n +On-I/5.
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We note that each n-block in Gn has at least [Kn (1- 0)J/8 I-level
sets. By our choice of 8~s, there are more I-level sets than O-level sets
in each column of Gn .

This completes the construction of the flow (n(n),S~n),.r<n),v(n»)
with the base (x(n), T(n), /3(n) , J..t(n») which is a union of new cuts and
is isomorphic to (X,T,/3,J..t). By our choice of 8~s, it is clear that the
sequences {(n(n),S~n),.r<n),v(n»)} and {(x(n),T(n),/3(n),J..t(n»)} con

verge to the limits denoted by (0, St, f:, ii) and (X, T,~, ji) respectively.
(X, T, ~,ji) is isomorphic to (X, T, /3, J..t) by the usual argument.
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